
Concord High School Marching Band and Auxiliary Unit Itinerary 

Franklin Band Review 

Saturday, October 9th, 2021 

 

7:30AM  Auxiliary Call-Time for Hair Salon 
7:45AM  Leaders Call-Time to set up for loading trailer&check-in 
8:00AM  Band Members Call-Time 

First, GRAB YOUR INSTRUMENT (nobody is grabbing it for you, EVERYONE is responsible for their own 
instrument). Then check-in with your captains to show you have everything. After your captain has checked 
you off: 
- Put your uniform in its respective spot on the racks 
- Make sure your hat is in its respective spot 
- Put your shoes in their respective spot 
- Put your instrument on the trailer 

8:45AM  Go to the MU for attendance 
9:00AM  Use the BATHROOM before we leave 
9:15AM  Load cars (check-in with Ms. Rosales to find out who you’re riding with) 
9:30AM  Giant CARAVAN to Franklin High School in Elk Grove, CA. Below is the address: 
 

FRANKLIN HIGH SCHOOL 
6400 Whitelock Parkway, Elk Grove, CA, 95757 

Remember, Franklin HS in Elk Grove… (NOT in Stockton) 
 
11:00AM Arrive! Tell your driver to use ‘drop-off lane’ then find parking (refer to back of itinerary) 

- The moment you step out of the car, turn on GAME MODE 
- Find Andy/Cameron and CHS Trailers 
- Unload instrument trailer, put like instruments together 
- Unload uniform trailer and set up our “dressing rooms” 

11:15AM Body Warm-ups & Getting pumped for the performance (prepare your body and mind for today) 
11:30AM Marching (lock-in 8 to 5’s). Start as ranks, then full block marching. 
11:45AM Get in Uniform 
12:00Noon Sectional Warm-ups (tuning, fine details) 
12:15PM Full Group Warm-ups 
12:30PM In a block, practicing marching 
12:45PM Full-runs together 
1:00PM  In formation  
1:30PM  Competition Step-Off 
1:40PM  Percussion Competition 
1:45PM  Circle Up: Recap 
2:00PM  POST PERFORMANCE SHOW (top 3 performers get to pick a song and send a shout out to someone!) 
2:15PM  EVERYONE packs up everything first (game-mode is still on, don’t lose your heads) 
2:30PM  Out of uniform (good job, game-mode off), into GREEN and GOLD 
3:00PM  LUNCHTIME! (provided by Boosters) and free-time! 
3:45PM  Lejano announces  AWARDS 
4:00PM  Back on buses, depart for CHS 
5:30PM  Arrive @CHS, unload trailers, EVERYONE helps put everything put away in correct spot 

(leave bandroom clean because Monday, we’re right back to the grind) 
6:00PM  DISMISSED 
 


